A Workshop on Infinite Ergodic Theory and Related Fields
Sunday 27 June – Thursday 1 July 2010

How to get to Tel Aviv City Hotel from Rehovot ( if you miss the conference bus)
City Hotel Address: 9 Mapu St., Tel Aviv, +972-3-5246253, if calling from Israel 03-5246253

Option 1:
Take a train to Tel Aviv and then a taxi from the station to the Hotel.
The trains do not work from Friday afternoon until Saturday night.
The train station at Rehovot is adjacent to Weizmann Institute, on its north side. The
train stops at the following Tel Aviv stations: Tel Aviv Haganah, Tel Aviv Hashalom,
Tel Aviv Savidor Merkaz. All the stations are well served by taxis, especially Savidor
Merkaz.
Train route: northbound, suburban route from Ashkelon to Benyamina
http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/ergodic/trainroute.pdf
Departures from Rehovot: http://www.rail.co.il/EN/Pages/HomePage.aspx
Last train to Tel Aviv: 21:19
Duration: approximately half an hour
Option 2:
Take a bus or "sherut" (shared taxi) to Tel Aviv, then a taxi to the hotel. Buses to Tel
Aviv leave from the bus stop on Herzl St, next to the Institute's main gate and on the
same side of the road.
"Sherut" minibuses follow the bus routes with similar prices. Sherut minibuses travel
intermittently at late hours, they do not have numbers and the signs are in Hebrew
so you should ask the driver if he goes to Tel Aviv bus station.
Bus number 274: ask to go to "Tel Aviv, Rekevet HaShalom" (Tel Aviv HaShalom
train station), then get a taxi at the train station.
Bus number 201, last departure: 22:30, leaves from the bus stop on Herzl St. or from
the central bus station in the mall. This line will take you to the Tel Aviv Central Bus
Station and from there you can take a taxi or bus/sherut No. 4 to the hotel.
Bus number 301: last departure 23:53, will take you to Tel Aviv Central Bus Station.
Duration: The trip should take approximately 1 hour but depends on the traffic
conditions.
Buses do not work from Friday afternoon until Saturday night but "sherut" are
available.
Option 3:
This option is expensive. You can go to the main gate, say you're participating in a
conference in the Institute and ask the security guard to order you a taxi.
"HaNassi", 195 Herzl St. (near the Institute), (08) 946-2626
"Gordon", 12 Bilu St. (at Rehovot shopping mall), (08) 949-3333
"Rehovot", 1 Ya'aqov St. (corner Herzl, in front of SuperPharm), (08) 936-3333
"HaNegev", 30 Teller St. (opposite Ya'aqov), (08) 946-6666
"Remez", 8 Rozhanski St. , (08) 945-5555
City Hotel Address: 9 Mapu St.

How to get to Rehovot from Tel Aviv
Option1:
Take a taxi to one of the Tel Aviv train stations (preferably Tel Aviv Hashalom), then
take the train to Rehovot. At the Rehovot Station leave through the southern exit
and walk south on Herzl St. for about 5-10 minutes. The first gate you see is the
closest to Ziskind Building (Math Department) but if you are arriving for the first time
you should proceed south to the main gate and enter there.
Departures from Tel Aviv: http://www.rail.co.il/EN/Pages/HomePage.aspx
Train route: http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/ergodic/trainroute.pdf
Last train to Tel Aviv: 23:04
Duration: approximately half an hour
Option 2:
Take a taxi to the Central Bus Station in Tel Aviv and then take one of the following
lines. Ask the driver to drop you at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot, "Machon
Weizmann be Rehovot".
Bus number 201, last departure 23: 30, to Tel Aviv Central Bus Station.
Bus number 274, last departure 22:23, to HaShalom Train Station.
Bus number 301, last departure 23:05, to Tel Aviv Central Bus Station.

